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A DIGITAL FIRST IN THE EUROPEAN PORT ENVIRONMENT
To mark the new port performance indicators’ publishing, HAROPA and SOGET are launching a new
dynamic visualization and analysis module: ‘My KPIs’.
SOGET and HAROPA joined forces to develop an innovative digital tool. This new concept now enables maritime,
port and logistics professionals to continuously measure the logistics performance of containerised goods. This
graphic, dynamic and instantaneous visualization allows a real monitoring of performance.
‘My KPIs’ module thus offers everyone permanent access to the average performance of the goods flow and, last
but not least, allows companies to measure their own individual performance by logging in with their S)ONE user IDs.
All the indicators are available, for both import and export, and according to the three pre/post shipment modes:
road, rail and river. The data records are available from 2014, when the first indicators were produced by the local
professional working groups.
‘The future belongs to the digitization of port complexes; a major challenge to streamline the
passage of goods so that it is always faster, more efficient, smarter and more secure. This new
generation of indicators, based notably on the efficiency of our Port Community System, is a first
in Europe. It is in line with our positioning as a ‘Smart Corridor’ and enables us to develop a
digital, tailor-made service for our customers along the Seine axis.’
Laurent FOLOPPE, Sales and Marketing Director HAROPA

‘My KPIs, which was developed collaboratively with HAROPA and integrated into our PCS S)ONE,
brings industrial processes into the port area. Indeed, My KPIs is a real decision support tool for
professionals who will be able to take continuous improvement measures and optimize individual
and overall performance. S)ONE is based on Microsoft technologies, of which we have been a
Gold Partner since 2011. This ensures the efficiency and cyber security of our PCS.‘
Laurie MAZURIER, Services dept. Deputy Director, SOGET

To access My KPIs dynamic presentation of the indicators (in French): ici
To access the 2020 edition of the performance indicators booklet : ici

About HAROPA
HAROPA, the 5th largest port complex in Northern Europe, is a joint venture between the ports of Le Havre, Rouen and Paris. It is connected to
every continent owing to a first-rate international shipping offer (linking around 700 ports worldwide). It serves a vast hinterland the centre of
which is in the Seine valley and the Paris region forming the biggest French consumer market area. With around 10 Normandy and Paris area
partner ports, HAROPA now forms in France a global transport and logistics system, capable of providing a comprehensive end-to-end service.
HAROPA handles over 120 million tons of cargo by sea and waterway each year. HAROPA business represents 160,000 jobs.
www.haropaports.com

About SOGET
Born in 1983 from the collective ambition of the Le Havre port community, SOGET serves the fluidity of port operations by organizing for the
various public and private operators, an intelligent, shared and instantaneous management of information relating to logistics chains. SOGET
offers turnkey and innovative solutions by combining business process control, technological excellence and proximity with its customers and
partners.
World leader in PCS with more than 50 references on 4 continents, SOGET is currently deploying its next generation PCS S)ONE on the Seine
Axis ports.
www.soget.fr
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